Electronic Access, Locker Locking
and Time Recording Systems
for greater Security and Efficiency

ORGANIZE OPERATIONS
CONTROL PROCESSES
Organizing a company means ensuring the necessary security, controlling processes optimally and
offering the highest possible level of convenience
coupled with maximum efficiency.

GANTNER supports you in organizing your company. Whatever sector you are in – GANTNER has
the right solution for your company.

EVERYTHING WITH A SINGLE CARD
GANTNER offers coordinated system solutions for different requirements from a single source.
We make sure any desired system expansions can be implemented with ease at any time.
The unequivocal, secure and convenient identification
of staff and visitors is of central importance in a
GANTNER system.

Using a single ID for all applications within a company is not only convenient, it also reduces administration costs.

It does not matter which identification technology
is being used (RFID, NFC, BLE, fingerprint or staff
number), nor what type of data carrier card, key
chain or wristband.

Fantastic, isn‘t it?
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Via modular expansion,
a GANTNER system can
be customized to match
any client‘s individual needs –
an investment in
the future.
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NETWORKED ACCESS SYSTEMS
Wired systems offer maximum functionality and security, together with increased cost efficiency.
The wide selection of readers and locks enables the equipment of any door and the compliance with all safety requirements. Gates,
lockers and elevators can also be integrated

The well organized and controlled access to company sites, offices and facilities provides
security and enhances trust.
In a GANTNER access control system, the multifunctional data carriers or the user‘s fingerprint
replaces the mechanical key.

Secure issuing
of credentials

The administration, issuing and modifying of credentials has never been easier nor more flexible.
Sounds easy? It is!

Comprehensive
overview

24/7 availability

“

No matter what the
requirements may be,
GANTNER has the solution –
from elegant design readers
to functional readers with
standard functions all
the way to models with
expanded security options.

Access via chip,
staff ID, PIN code
and/or fingerprint.

into the access control system and be conveniently
organized via PC. No other system offers such
a wide range of applications as a wired access
system.

ACCESS SYSTEMS FOR
EASY RETROFITTING

ACCESS CONTROL FOR HIGH DESIGN DEMANDS
Especially for high-design demands, GANTNER offers sleek, fully integrated and unobtrusive
electronic access solutions, so the aestethics of the building remain untouched.
The electronics are enclosed in the door handle or
in the lock case thus enabling the use of any design of door handle or rosette. Readers are fully
integrated into the switches or are elegantly hidden
behind glass surfaces.

Thanks to inductive charging of the batteries via the
door frame, no batteries need to be replaced.
Efficient – isn‘t it?

Modern companies adapt their organization to their day-to-day requirements. Space usage or
access credentials therefore change frequently.
GANTNER Access solutions allow doors not initially intended to be part of an electronic access
solution to be integrated into the system later on.
The administration of access credentials can be

conveniently organized via a central PC, while the
GANTNER Access control system automatically
manages the credential‘s data flow in the background.

Secure and reliable

For both the radio transmission WiNET and the data transmission CardNET, transferring credentials via staff IDs
is an available option thereby offering the right solution for every application.

CardNET

Credentials are transferred
via staff IDs
Lock technology

Time recording

Access control reader
Access control system for easy retrofitting

WiNET
Online radio transmission
of credentials

Lock technology

Radio module

“

Any door handle design
can be used without
wiring the door.

Controller

Wired
access control system

Access control system for easy retrofitting

Mechanical emergency
opening

Maintenance-free
inductive charging

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
FOR ACCESS CONTROL

ACCESS AND ALARM MANAGEMENT
The GANTNER access control system integrates seamlessly into security and facility control
systems of renowned manufacturers. You have an overview of open doors, current alarms and
their respective handling instructions, and can remotely control the doors.
With GAT Mobile Access, you get the functionality
of a security control station on your smartphone. The
Anti-Pass-Back software enables the organization of

As every company has different access control requirements, the GANTNER administration
software GAT Matrix is modular in design and can be expanded anytime.
Apart from the functionality of a classic locking
plan, credentials can be automatically transferred,
grouped and controlled in time and space. Interfaces for higher-level employee payroll accounting

Multi-client capability

“

The access control system
is easy to administrate and
of clear design. By adding
software modules, the
system can be expanded
anytime.

software (e.g. SAP) enable the administration
of access credentials already in the HR system.
GAT Matrix manages the coordination in the
background.

Clear dashboard

Modular system

“

GAT Mobile Access puts all the relevant
functions for the administration of
your access control system on your
smartphone.

parking spaces, the controlled order of entries and
departures, and functions that support emergency
services in the event of an evacuation.

COMBINED TIME RECORDING

TIME RECORDING

Besides displaying general information about the personal time account or special security
instructions, access control can play an important role in the access control system.
COMING loggings authorize the data carriers for
access, while GOING loggings cancel these cre-

Efficiency is a matter of time. Transparent time recording and administration are essential
to any company.
Modern Time Recording devices do much more
than just recording times of presence or absence:
they combine time with security and efficiency.

Individually adaptable

Optional fingerprint readers further increase convenience and fully eliminate the risk of manipulation.

Multilingual

Open interfaces

“

There are various interfaces
available to integrate
GANTNER devices into your
time recording software
or your HR system
(e.g. SAP HR ).

dentials. In terms of security, data carriers are no longer critical and forgotten loggings a thing of the past.

LOCKER LOCKING
SYSTEMS

END-OF-TRIP FACILITIES
Health awareness and sports activities are not just a trend.
Ever more companies support the sporting activities of their staff and offer the possibility of freshening up in End-of-Trip (EOT) facilities afterwards.
After all, only healthy staff can be productive.

Modern storage systems play an important role in a large variety of companies and areas.
Whether you are looking for flexible solutions for storing personal belongings and work documents, or
require in-house mail, depot or warderobe lockers,
with the safe and easy to operate GANTNER electronic locker locking system all these applications are
easier than ever before.

Intuitive operation

Clients all over the world trust GANTNER‘s unique
and award-winning locker locking solutions, where
keys are replaced by staff IDs.

Reduced costs

Efficient administration

“

For those who bike or jog to
work, showers and changing
rooms must be provided.
GANTNER locker locking
solutions ensure that
personal effects are kept
safe in the meantime.

Electronic GANTNER locks ensure that personal
belongings are kept safe in the meantime. Staff IDs
are used as credentials.

NETWORKED
LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEMS

BATTERY-OPERATED
LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEMS

Do you want to make the best use of the space available, increase the security and flexibility
of your locker system and reduce administration expenses at the same time? Nothing is
easier with a networked GANTNER locker locking system.

Battery-operated GANTNER locker locking solutions provide innovative, electronic locker
locking systems without any cabling nor cumbersome installation. Retrofitting existing
lockers is easy, as existing holes can be used.

Wardrobe and staff lockers, strongboxes and filing
cabinets turn into centrally administrable units, conveniently operated via chip or card. You can quickly
decide and alter who should have access to what.

The award-winning locks come with various features, e.g. acoustic alarm functions, complete vandalism protection or PIN code keypads.

Availability 24/7

You administrate your access control system conveniently from your PC – why not also your locker
system?

Easy modification
of credentials

Alarm functionality

Award-winning
solution

Thanks to the various lock models, GANTNER can
provide the right solution for every requirement.

Easy retrofitting

Battery life
up to 10 years

Staff IDs serve as
key replacement.
Retrofitting existing
lockers has never
been easier.

You decide how the
lockers will be used:
free, personal or timed.
For the highest levels
of transparency
and security.

CASHLESS
PAYMENTS

REDUCED STAFF COSTS
With cashless payment systems, all purchases can be easily settled and paid.
Staff members can query and understand their
transactions anytime. With a GANTNER system,
the staff ID is turned into a convenient and secure

medium for access control, time recording, locker
use and cashless payments.

With contactless chip technology, the cashless payment system will find its way into your
company. In the canteen, at the vending machine or the company shop, payments are facilitated
via a card or a chip. Easy, convenient, around the clock.
The payment process is quick and as no cash
needs to be handled, queueing at the cashier‘s
desk is a thing of the past. Debiting and crediting are

Saves time

fully automatic, with no staff required. You can also
offer your employees or clients special promotions
and discounts.

No cash handling

Secure and reliable

Crediting and debiting
can be performed and have a
significant financial impact.

“

Cashless payments
reduce the staff required
for POS and administration.
Staff IDs are turned into
electronic wallets.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

TIME RECORDING
Perfectly attuned to the requirements of modern communication between HR department and staff

ACCESS CONTROL
Readers for online access control with clear signalling and an easy-to-understand user interface

Access reader for
tubular frame doors

Access reader
with fingerprint

Switch program and
design access readers

Access reader with
PIN keypad for tubular
frame doors

Access reader
with PIN keypad
and fingerprint

Switch program and
design access readers

Access reader

Access reader
for flush mounting

GT7 time recording terminal
with touchscreen display

Time recording terminal
with touchscreen display

Time recording terminal with
touchscreen display + fingerprint

Time recording terminal
Installation option

Time recording terminal
with fingerprint

Time recording terminal

Access reader
with PIN keypad

Access reader
with PIN keypad
for flush mounting

LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEMS
The ideal solution for the organization of changing rooms and office lockers

Battery lock with push button
and optional PIN code keypad,
door mounting

Battery lock with push button
for lockers, door mounting

Battery lock for lockers
side wall mounting

Networked lock for lockers,
side wall mounting

Information terminal

Administration software

Switch program and
design access readers

Battery-powered solutions for ease of retrofitting to doors

PAYMENT SYSTEMS
Payment in the canteen or at the vending machine using your staff ID

Electronic cylinder

Electronic handle

Wireless electronic
door lock
Vending reader for automatons

Desk reader
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